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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Key Differences between the 11th and 10th editions Period between previous and current publications: 4 years (2011 vs. 2015). The first edition of Psychology was written by David G. Myers, a professor of psychology at Hope College in Michigan, in 1986. The new co-author is Nathan DeWall, a professor at the University of Kentucky. New How would you
know? LaunchPad feature. Prologue: The Section Modern Psychology is significantly updated. An updated table on current perspectives in psychology. Chapter 1: Determining intuition with new illustration and current examples of events. Naturalistic observations on Twitter are sentiment messages, and on international Facebook friendships. Examples of studies on the placebo effect. Studies
demonstrating the effects of statistical illiteracy. Chapter 2: An experiment on how the endocrine system allows emotions to be preserved even without conscious awareness of their cause. A research example of a woman with a damaged amygdala without fear. Updated material on the somatosen-ord bark. A high-resolution diffusion image shows the brain's neural networks in the two hemispheres. Cold
War-era nuclear tests have allowed scientists to confirm neurogenesis detected by carbon dating of neurons in the hippocampus. Chapter 3: Determining parallel processing studies that confirm that full night sleep significantly improves learning skills and athletic ability. The latest data on the negative effects of sleep deprivation. A new table outlines when drug use is a disorder? Chapter 4: A study of how
genes affect personality traits and specific behaviors. Evidence that preemies given skin skin contact with their mothers is better even 10 years later. Laboratory experiments on gender differences in aggression. Coverage of the sexual development of adolescents (moved here from Chapter 5 of the previous edition). The key terms are sperm arch, sexual development disorder. Chapter 5: A new study of
prenatal exposure to mothers experiencing extreme stress. Material about autism spectrum disorder has been significantly revised in the DSM-5 update. New table, Double Parental Facts. Research with a new figure on teen impulse management lagging rewards looking for Figure 5.26 illustrates the changing way Americans meet their partners. Chapter 6: New Lighting Adaptation of Perceptions of
Emotions; listening speed. Two new sporting examples of the powerful effects of distraction on pain experience. The latest data on how placebo, distraction, and hypnosis help control pain Thinking critically about box Hypnosis and Pain Care Chapter 7: New information on what happened to Little Albert. Studies show that punishment should focus on prohibitions (which should not be done) rather than on
positive obligations. Chapter 8: Experiment Shows That People Are Smaller when they know that information will be available online. The latest research into Henry Molaison's memory abilities. Chapter 9: An Experiment on How Understanding Improves When Electric Electric violates assumptions created by past experience. The latest intercultural study on the benefits of bilingualism. Chapter 10: Material
about Gardner's possibility of ninth intelligence. The latest research on the pedability of intelligence. Coverage of The Inflation Trend Class Chapter 11: A New Chapter introduction. Material about industrial and organizational psychology has moved to the application Latest Facts about the negative effects of obesity on health, social and memory. The key term is the asexual new section on sexual
dysfunction and paraphilia with DSM-5 updates. Chapter 12: Research on Happiness and How Genes Affect Feelings of Well-Being. Recent research on the health effects of optimism, the benefits of 150 minutes a week walking and low-conflict marriages. Chapter 13: Table 13.2 Behavior in the Presence of Others explains the difference between social assistance, social slacker and daydium. Chapter 14:
New Thinking Critical field of Stigma introversion. Chapter 15 has been reorganized and updated to reflect changes in DSM-5, including the integration of psychiatric diagnoses into medical practice, new definitions of disorders and disorders categories. 11th Edition of Psychology (Myers) 10th Edition of Psychology (Myers) Loose Leaf, Budget BookLoose Leaf, 864 pages ISBN-10: 14292999851 ISBN-13:
978142929885Published: Worth Publishers, December 19, 2011 9th edition of Psychology Loose Leaf, UnboundLoose Leaf, 850 pages ISBN-10: 142923914X ISBN-13: 9781429239141Published: Worth Publishers, May 01, 2009 Christopher Ada lio, UC Berkeley Myers and DeWall continued their trend of providing students with a textbook that promotes scientific and empirical-based research. They
strongly represented the field of psychology as science. In addition to presenting classical studies and psychological findings, Myers and DeWall are at the top of the most advanced psychological research and challenges our society faces. Text, illustrations and online resources provide students with positive learning experiences and easy to understand the introduction to psychology. Lauren Bates,
University of Colorado I think the text does a good job to make the information available to students. There are so many resources available on LaunchPad to help with materials as well. Michael Brislavne, Olympic College This tutorial is usually popular with students and it goes well with the content and style of information that I would like to present in my general psychology class. Candice Cresup-
Blomkvist, Bay de Noc Community College We have been using this tutorial for 14 years that I taught at this college because it has always been exceptionally well written and organized, with great graphics and usually updated information and graphics. Jennifer Dale, Aurora Community College Is one of the strongest introductory textbooks I have used or reviewed in psychology. Examples are up-to-date
Current and writing style is available. In general, there are various examples and an inclusive approach to various topics by Matt Gray, the University of Wyoming Research is well represented, and I believe that the content of sound and coverage is sufficient .... Christine Henderson, SUNY Orange Language is easy to understand, and numerous examples allow students to relate to and apply knowledge in
their own lives. I have been and still am impressed with the delivery of content, empirical data, and examples that students can easily relate and understand. Katie Howard, Harding University This is the best tutorial I've used for general psychology and social psychology. David Mayer's writing style and integration of biblical principles without imposing religious beliefs on the reader is exemplary. We
periodically reviewed the textbooks as we made adoptions and his books always came up at the top of our list. He documents his material from peer-reviewed studies and refrains from stating opinions that cannot be backed up by research. He is open-minded and very knowledgeable in this area, and his authorship of textbooks is a great contribution. Rebecca Foushee, Of Lindenwood University: I thought
the authors looked at a large amount of material effectively and accurately, using relevant and vivid examples to clarify when needed. Joanna Kee, Gwinnett Technical College of Reading provide great discussion in the classroom and incorporating multiple studies into sections to give students insight into the topic as well as support information. I've been using Myers tutorials for years and I think I've only
taught from one other introductory psychology textbook for the past 9 years because I'm such a fan of studying psychology tutorial. Thank you for creating great textbooks that both teachers and students like. Nicole McKay, University of Montana I think the level of sophistication is just right for introductory students. I really enjoy using examples/personal anecdotes to make stuff about life. Beautifully done!
The text is an interesting and comprehensive introduction to psychology that will probably inspire students to actually read it. Corinne McNamara, Of Kennesaw State University, a well-worded balance between historical context and contemporary focus, including poignant examples and conversational tone. This tutorial worked very well for me and my students because it's conversational and easy to digest
while maintaining the rigor I expect for my teaching materials. Kelly O'Dell, Aurora Community College I really like this tutorial for this course. enough to provide more in-depth coverage based on the instructor's experience and interest. Edie Example, Metropolitan Community College I like Myer's writing style... Writing has always been the standard with which I compare other texts. Christopher Stanzione,
Georgia Institute of Technology David Myers is a fantastic researcher and writer. The information in this text is beautiful, so I continue to use it. Kim Stark, University of Central Missouri I like this text for several reasons: I like the style of writing - it's engaging but not dumbed down; The information is modern and accurate; The location of text/pedagogical design promotes learning; authors/text do an
excellent job of integrating multicultural perspective throughout the textbook. The authors do an excellent job of presenting MULTIPLE perspectives rather than clearly endorsing a single point of view. Brianna Stinebaugh, University of Touson Very clearly organized for the introductory course, students will certainly be able to follow along as they read. Charts, tables, diagrams really help the text as well. I
think the material covered perfectly ... Strengths - the brevity of the material, it is easy to read and understand. These examples are a great way for readers to relate to the material. William Costumes, Seminole State College I liked how the material was presented and everything was very easy to follow from one concept of learning to another. Brandon Whittington, Jefferson College I think the quotes and
examples presented are some of the best I've ever read. The text does a fantastic job of providing anecdotes that help illustrate and enforce content....I also liked the quotes provided, as they are insightful and promote reflection and understanding of basic concepts. Overall, I really enjoyed reading the text and think it does a great job of bringing to life the content for the reader. Chrysalis Wright University
of Central Florida Material, which is presented to students is scientific, current (at the time of publication), and written in a way that students can understand. I like that the chapter is not written in such simple terminology as to remove the aspect of higher education from the material! the content is presented at the level of higher education, but is not bogged down in excessive advanced terminology to make
the science of psychology seem more difficult than it really is. This is a great introductory text that students already love. I absolutely love it! And, I love the fact that my students love this text too! The instructor's resources are excellent! It's great. psychology myers 11th edition pdf download. social psychology myers 11th edition pdf download
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